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Why use a specialist instead of a bank?5

£100,000 will get you 

These exchange rates were obtained at 2:35pm on 5th January 2017.  They are based on 

sending an international money transfer of £100,000 in €s as quickly as possible. Results have 

been ranked by the amount you would receive not including any additional fees. 
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About us...

One of the UK’s leading independent fully 
integrated foreign exchange and 
international payment providers 
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Headquartered in London, with 8 offices across the UK and USA  

One fully integrated payments and foreign exchange operator - our product range covers FX 
hedging and international payments through to retail bureaux de change, travel money online, 

pre-paid cards and wholesale currency services.  

1 million+ individual foreign exchange 
transactions successfully completed for 
customers 

Clients include, institutions, corporates and private individuals. 

Regulated in the UK by the FCA as an 
authorised payments institution and 
passported across the EEA 
Also regulated by HMRC as a Money Service Business. 

Licensed in the US as a Money 
Transmitter and Money Service Business 
Hold federal and state license in Florida 

Trusted to deliver expert currency services 
to customers for over 30 years 
Exclusive FX provider to the Tourist Board of Northern Ireland

Powered by state of the art technology 
enabling clients to manage their cash 
securely 24/7 from anywhere in the world
Client money held in segregated currency accounts with global 

tier one banks 



The Complete Process…  

Register

Once forms are 
completed it takes no 

more than 72 hrs to have 
an account set up and 

ready to use. 
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Instruct Payment

Secure the currency you 
require at a pre-agreed 
rate of exchange along 

with instructions of where 
you want your payment 

delivered. 

Settlement 

Fund your transactions by 
sending the currency you 

hold to your Complete 
Currency safeguarding 

customer account.

Completion

Once your funds are 
received, the outgoing 

payment is released 
according to your 

instructions.

 



Our core services… 10



Client Example: GBP to EUR same day transfer…

Spanish football professional receiving GBP 

locally wishing to repatriate funds back to 

Spain in EUR for a property purchase  

The dealer  will guide them to execute the 

transaction over the phone or online, Our 

pricing engine will automatically aggregate 

the best rates available from the market and 

pass them through to the customer from one 

source. 
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In this case Complete Currency would 

onboard the football professional as its client 

and they will be assigned a personal dealer.

GBP 
Sent from the 

footballer’s club 
or own bank 

account to their 
CC GBP 

account in 
London. 

GBP/EUR
CC convert GBP to EUR 

on behalf of the client at a 
pre-agreed exchange rate 
using international banks 

Step 1
Once account is authorised, the 

client will automatically be assigned 
bank accounts in 60 different 

currencies. 

EUR
Received into 

client’s 
specified 

beneficiary 
bank account 
on the same 

day.   

Step 2
Client will be quoted a rate 
of exchange online or over 
the phone by their personal 

dealer. 

Step 3
GBP is debited from the 
client’s CC account and 

instantly be credited EURs, 
which they will be able to pay 

out to the solicitor or 
conveyancer in Spain. 

Client 
Journey



Who we work with… 12

Sports Corporates Financials Real Estate




